Cross-border Cooperation Programme Poland-Belarus-Ukraine 2014-2020

Rzeszów University
Department of Sociology and History

Lviv National Ivan Franko University
Department of History
Department of Economy

are pleased to invite you
to participate in
International Research and Practical Conference

CONTEMPORARY SOCIO-ECONOMIC ISSUES OF POLISH-UKRAINIAN CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION

Date and venue of the event

15 November 2017
(Rzeszów University, Rzeszów)

17 November 2017
(Lviv University, Lviv)

Thematic sections:

1. Social challenges in Ukrainian – Polish cross-border cooperation.
2. Economic strategy of Carpathian Euroregion development.
3. Historical heritage in the context of harmonization of Polish-Ukrainian relations.
5. Polish-Ukrainian economic cooperation
Please send your electronic application form along with the title and annotation (1600-1800 characters in English and in a national language (Polish or Ukrainian) by the 4th of September 2017 to the e-mail address lviv@pbu2020.eu

The Conference will be followed by publication of a compendium of annotations of all speakers and a monograph in English.

All registered participants will receive invitations and practical information on conference logistics. Topics of the presentations are subject to approval by the organization committee. Topics and contents, which do not correspond to the theme of the conference, will be rejected.

Working languages of the conference are English, Ukrainian and Polish

The Conference is financed from the budget of Cross-border Cooperation Programme 2007-2013